
Year 6                                    Summer Term Outline 
Welcome to our Curriculum Outline for the coming term. 

English The Princess Diaries; The Hoverbike; Night Mail (poetry), The Raven (Poetry); Some Places More Than Others 
Our writing will be in different genres such as persuasive writing, motivational speeches, biographies, newspapers, poetry and non-chronological reports. 

Maths Our maths this term will include: 
Measurement: Area, Perimeter & Volume: Shapes – same area; Area and perimeter; Area of triangles; Area of parallelogram; Volume – counting cubes; Volume 
of cuboid 
Number: Ratio: Use ratio language; Ratio and Fractions; Introducing the ratio symbol; Calculating ratio; Using scale factors; Calculating scale factors; Ratio & 
proportion problems  
Statistics: Read and interpret line graphs; Draw line graphs; Use line graphs to solve problems; Circles; Read and interpret pie charts; pie charts with percentages; 
Draw pie charts; The mean 
Geometry: Properties of shape; Measure with a protractor/Introduce angles; Calculate angles; Vertically opposite angles; Drawing 2D shapes & Nets of 3D 
shapes; Angles in a triangle – special cases; Angles in a triangle – missing angles; Angles in special quadrilaterals; Angles in regular polygons; Draw shapes 
accurately; Draw nets of 3D shapes 
We will also be completing ‘themed’ project work. The projects provide an opportunity to revisit many of the skills and curriculum content covered both in Year 6 
and also the rest of Key Stage 2. This gives children the opportunity to ensure any possible gaps in understanding are addressed before children move on to 
secondary school. The projects have been designed to explore maths in real life contexts, allowing children to see how important maths is in all aspects of life. 

RE The Transforming Spirit: Know about the Ascension. Reflect on what it was like for the disciples: Understand what happened at Pentecost: Reflect on how the 
Spirit transformed the Apostles; Deepen our understanding of Peter, the Apostle. Reflect on how the Holy Spirit transformed him; Understand how the Holy Spirit 
worked through the Apostles; Reflect on how the experience of the Apostles can help us; Understand the transformation that took place in Paul; Reflect on how 
Paul’s teaching can help us; Understand that the Popes are successors of St. Peter; Reflect on how they lead us to Jesus. 
Called to Serve: Understand that we are all called to be disciples; Reflect on our response to this invitation; Understand what the Sacrament of Confirmation does 
for us; Reflect on how the gifts of the Holy Spirit can help us; Know about the Sacraments of Marriage; Reflect on the importance of this Sacrament; Know about 
the Sacrament of Holy Orders; Reflect on these special ways to serve God and others; Understand that there are many ways to serve; Reflect on a variety of ways 
to help others; Understand how some people responded to God’s call; Reflect on how God was able to use them; Understand what it means to be a disciple now. 
Reflect on ways to use your gifts now and in the future. 
Sikhism: Festivals, Belongings and Values Baisakhi, the Khalsa, Mool Mantra; Guidelines for living sewa. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Science  
In this term, the children will be studying  
Evolution and Inheritance: the changes that have 
occurred in living things over time; the offspring of living 
things and how animals and plants are adapted to where 
they live 

Design Technology – Fairground Rides 
We will: 

 Select from and use a wider range of tools and 
equipment to perform practical tasks accurately. 

 Apply an understanding of how to strengthen, 
stiffen and reinforce more complex structures. 

 Understand and use electrical systems in our 
designs  

 Generate, develop, model and communicate our 
ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, 
cross-sectional and exploded diagrams. 

Computing  
This term we will be practising our coding skills using 
Python Idle. 

French 
Creating a cafe 
Traditional languages 

Geography – Local Area 
We will be looking at our local area in the context of the 
UK and much closer to home. We will be looking at 
economy, land use, settlements and climate zones. 

Music  
Our focus in music this term is singing and learning to 
perform the songs for our end of year production. 

PE 
This term we will be developing our skills in Athletics and 
Summer Sports. 
We will also be catching up on our Swimming curriculum 
that was missed out on in Year 4. 

RHE 

 Body Image  

 Peculiar Feelings  

 Dealing with inappropriate images online 

 Making Babies 

 Equality & Diversity 

 First Aid 

 Transition work into Year 7 

Things to Bring In  

 Daily reading book 

 Dictionary & thesaurus 

 Glue Sticks 

 Water bottles and sun hats 

Character Education Focus:  

 Determination 

 Self-discipline 

 

 


